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is wrong; confessio at the beginning of the passage might suggest fatentis, but more
satisfactory, I think, would be uolentis; at Stat. Silu. 5.1.83 I have suggested uolentis
for the corrupt iubatis.
6.41.1 ipsam hanc cupiditatem primo quoque tempore liberandi se meminerimus ingrati esse; nemo enim <non> libenter reddit quod inuitus debet, et, quod apud
se esse non uult, onus iudicat esse, non munus.
I have inserted before libenter the negative which the sense seems to demand.
Seneca here repeats what he has already said at 4.40.5 qui nimis cupit soluere inuitus
debet, qui inuitus debet ingratus est.
6.42.2 male agit qui famae, non conscientiae, gratus est.
The two datives cannot be construed with gratus, because the sense is not
‘grateful to’ but ‘grateful (for benefits received) at the prompting of’ or ‘out of consideration for’. A word must be inserted to give the datives some construction.
Rather than Gemoll’s <gratia> gratus (which seems crude) I suggest famae <consulens> (the omission could be explained by the similarity of con- to non). A perfect
parallel will be found at Vell. 2.115.5 ante conscientiae quam famae consultum.

(C) Dialogi
8.8.2 ad Carthaginiensium ergo rem publicam sapiens accedet, in qua adsidua
seditio et optimo cuique infesta libertas est, summa aequi et boni uilitas, aduersus
hostes inhumana crudelitas, etiam aduersus suos hostilis?
The last phrase can be construed only by supplying crudelitas with hostilis,
but this spoils the concinnity of the sentence, because each of the four preceding
phrases has its own noun (as well as adjective). I therefore suggest <animus> hostilis
(ThLL VI 3052,78ff.), which gives a good clausula.*
Aberdeen

Wi l l i a m S . Wa t t

*) I am very grateful to Professor J. Delz for commenting on an earlier version of these notes.

SOME NOTES ON LONGUS, DAPHNIS
AND CHLOE
I cite from M. S. Reeve’s revised edition (Leipzig 1986).
1,7,1–1,8,2:
. . . ≥dh d¢ ∑n ı m¢n penteka¤deka §t«n épÚ geneçw, ≤ d¢ tosoÊtvn duo›n
épodeÒntvn, ka‹ ı DrÊaw ka‹ ı Lãmvn §p‹ miçw nuktÚw ır«sin ˆnar
toiÒnde ti . . . ka‹ koin≈santew éllÆloiw tÚ ˆnar ktl.
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Dryas, it will be recalled, was the adoptive father of the foundling Daphnis and
Lamon of the other foundling Chloe. Dream visions are commonplace in antiquity,
but that two individuals should independently have the same dream on the same
night would have been an unusual phenomenon then as now, whether in life or in
literature. Perhaps it needs to be emphasized a bit more here:
. . . ka‹ ı DrÊaw ka‹ ı Lãmvn, <êmfv> §p‹ miçw nuktÚw, ır«sin ˆnar
toiÒnde ti ktl.
‘. . . and Dryas and Lamon, both on a single night, see such a dream as follows . . .’1
The insertion of êmfv produces a rhetorical collocation of a sort common with the
numeral ‘one’ (or an equivalent). Compare Eur. Hec. 285: tÚn pãnta d' ˆlbon ∑mar
ßn m' éfe¤leto. Med. 1231–32: ¶oix' ı da¤mvn pollå tªd' §n ≤m°r& / kakå junãptein.
Fr. 549 Nauck2: éll' ∑mar <ßn> toi metabolåw pollåw ¶xei. Men. Dysc. 187–88:
poll' §n ≤m°r& miò / g°noit' ên. Ennius, Ann. 258 Sk.: multa dies in bello conficit
unus (see Skutsch ad loc., p. 441). nÊj is also found in such expressions, Theognis
663–664: . . . ˘w mãla pollå p°patai / §jap¤nhw pãnt' oÔn v
Ölese nukt‹ miª.2 Compare further van Groningen on Theognis, v. 160 and Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 1455.
For the specific collocation of ‘both’ and ‘one’ in such locutions see Pi. Pyth. 10,2–
3 patrÚw d' émfot°raiw §j •nÒw/. . . g°now . . . basileÊei. Nem. 6,1–2 §k miçw d¢
pn°omen / matrÚw émfÒteroi. Verg. Aen. 2,709–10: unum et commune periclum, /
una salus ambobus erit. In Longus himself a comparable phrase occurs immediately below, 1,7,2: . . . tÚ d¢ [sc. paid¤on] §facãmenon émfot°rvn •n‹ b°lei ktl. (Longus uses both émfÒteroi and êmfv; for the latter see 1,12,2 and 1,12,5.) The accidental omission of êmfv after Lãmvn would of course be a commonplace type of
error.
M. D. Reeve, Hiatus in the Greek Novelists, CQ n. s. 21 (1971) 514–539, has
shown that the novelists (Lollianus is an exception) tend to avoid hiatus rather
strictly, a consideration which would seem to argue against êmfv §p¤. But the objection is perhaps not insuperable. The avoidance of hiatus is by no means absolute
and Reeve, in his admirable article, lists a number of categories in which hiatus is
permitted, various degrees of p a u s e being among them. Possibly there was a slight
pause of emphasis after êmfv (‘both – on one night’). Alternatively an emphatic
rhetorical colon such as êmfv §p‹ miçw nuktÒw may have been felt as so close a unit
as to allow the hiatus. Compare, for example, oÈd¢ eÂw and mhd¢ eÂw (metrically admissible in comedy despite the hiatus). Such speculations aside – and I recognize
their tenuousness – there are too many examples of hiatus in the novelists, including Longus, to remove them all by conjecture. Some must be sound, as Reeve himself seems to have recognized, p. 530: “. . . Some of these instances are so intractable
that Longus himself may have been under constraint.” For some examples of hiatus after final -v (-ƒ) in Longus see 2,3,2 . . . t“ Pan‹ §ke¤nƒ §sÊrisa. 2,23,1 . . . ka‹
aÈt“ afl tre›w §f¤stantai NÊmfai. 3,6,1 drÒmƒ oÔn . . . 3,30,5 ı m¢n taËta ka‹ ¶ti
ple¤v ¶legen. (Reeve accepts all these except the last where he inserts <toÊtvn> after
ple¤v, an unlikely conjecture in my view.) What is clear is 1) the novelists are fair1) Note that in ka‹ ı DrÊaw ka‹ ı Lãmvn the first ka¤ is an ‘and’ connecting
the two clauses, the second ka¤ an ‘and’ connecting the two nouns; in other words,
the force of ka‹ . . . ka¤ . . . here is not ‘b o t h Dryas a n d Lamon.’
2) The exact text of v. 664 is uncertain, but the soundness of nukt‹ miª is not
in doubt.
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ly strict in avoiding hiatus; 2) many examples of hiatus in the MSS are rightly
emended; 3) nevertheless, there remain numerous cases of apparently sound hiatus
(more, in my view, than Reeve is inclined to accept); and 4) it is not always possible
to settle the issue in a given case. Further investigation of hiatus in the novelists is a
desideratum. In the present state of our knowledge <êmfv> here perhaps merits a
mention in the apparatus; anything more would be rash.3
2,5,3:
. . . ka¤ se o‰da n°monta prvyÆbhn §n §ke¤nƒ t“ ˆrei tÚ platÁ
boukÒlion ka‹ parÆmhn soi sur¤ttonti prÚw ta›w fhgo›w §ke¤naiw ≤n¤ka
≥raw ÉAmarull¤dow ktl.
The speaker is Eros/Cupid addressing the old herdsman Philetas. In his apparatus
criticus (p. 19, l. 29) Reeve has a comment on o‰da: “fort. e‰don.” One understands
why. The tense of o‰da should correspond to that of parÆmhn and n°monta, if governed by o‰da, should refer to present time relative to that verb. For the conjecture
e‰don compare 1,13,5: . . . aÈtÚn . . . louÒmenon e‰de. For the (apparent) sense of the
passage see C. Gill’s translation: “I ’ v e k n o w n y o u [emphasis added] when, as
a lusty young man, you used to graze your large herd of cows on that mountain
there, and I’ve been with you while you played the pipes beside those oaks when
you were in love with Amaryllis.”4 There are two slips here, one of tense and one
of sense. First, ‘I’ve known’ mistranslates the tense of o‰da,5 and secondly o‰da is
confused with gign≈skv, the mot juste for ‘be acquainted with.’ Compare John
Burnet’s apt comment on Pl. Ap. 20E Xairef«nta går ‡ste pou: “not gign≈skete,
for he was dead.”6 In this passage Eros presents himself as an ancient, indeed primeval, deity: oÎtoi pa›w §g∆ ka‹ efi dok« pa›w, éllå ka‹ toË KrÒnou presbÊterow ka‹
aÈtoË toË pantÚw xrÒnou (2,5,2). o‰da seems consciously chosen to make this assertion an explicit and emphatic instance of Eros’ wide k n o w l e d g e : ‘I know that
you u s e d t o t e n d your wide-ranging7 herd when you were in your youthful
3) For an undoubted instance of êmfv followed by hiatus see the so-called
‘Glaucetes Fragment’ in the Phoinikika of Lollianus, p. 9 of A. Henrich’s edition
(Die Phoinikika des Lollianos. Fragmente eines Neuen Griechischen Romans herausgegeben und erläutert von Albert Henrich [Bonn 1972]: . . . ke›mai . . . ka‹ metÉ
§moË kÒrh kalÆ, êmfv én˙rhm°noi [= P. Ox. 1368. col. ii, 30–33]. As Lollianus admits hiatus freely, this is, alas, not decisive. (The merit for discovering that this fragment comes from the Phoinikika goes to Reeve himself, [supra, p. 234] p. 536 n. 2.)
4) The translation can be found in Collected Ancient Greek Novels edited
by B. P. Reardon (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London 1989) 304.
5) More precisely, the English perfect tense ‘I’ve known’ reproduces neither
o‰da (‘I know’) nor ædh (‘I knew’).
6) I realize that this distinction is not absolute, but o‰da so used is rare
enough to question such a meaning here when its usual meaning makes excellent
sense (below).
7) This seems to be the force of platÊ here; see G. S. Kirk, The Iliad. A Commentary. Vol. I (Cambridge 1985) on Il. 2,474. Longus’ phrase tÚ platÁ boukÒlion
is fashioned after the Homeric afipÒlia plat°' afig«n (Il. 2,474, 11,679; Od.
14,101.103; also Hes. Theog. 445). Note that Longus applies the epithet to herds of
cattle, not goats. See further R.L. Hunter, A Study of Daphnis and Chloe (Cambridge 1983) 60 (with n. 8 on p. 117).
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prime . . . and I was beside you when . . .’ n°monta is an instance of the so-called ‘participle of the imperfect’ of the grammars. The participle, when so used, frequently
has an adverbial modifier (tÒte, pote, prÒteron, prÒsyen etc.), and here prvyÆbhn
elegantly performs that function. The use of this Homeric word gives an appropriate patina of archaic dignity to the pronouncement. If the paradosis wants further
defending, just imagine that both o‰da and e‰don had come down in the MSS as
genuine variants. Would not o‰da be the lectio difficilior?
2,14,4:
. . . ofl d¢ énte¤xonto sklhro‹ g°rontew ka‹ xe›raw §k gevrgik«n ¶rgvn
fisxuråw ¶xontew ka‹ ±j¤oun dikaiologÆsasyai per‹ t«n gegenhm°nvn.
ofl d° refers to Lamon and Dryas who have responded to Daphnis’ cry for help. The
Greek can stand as it is, but note that the subject of énte¤xonto is ofl d°, n o t ofl d¢
g°rontew.8 The phrase sklhro‹ g°rontew is an appositional modifier of ofl d° and corresponds syntactically to xe›raw §k gevrgik«n ¶rgvn fisxuråw ¶xontew. The result is
a certain rhetorical imbalance which can be easily removed by a slight addition and
repunctuation, thus:
. . . ofl d¢ énte¤xonto, sklhro‹ g°rontew <ˆntew> ka‹ xe›raw §k gevrgik«n
¶rgvn fisxuråw ¶xontew, ka‹ ±j¤oun ktl.
For a comparable pair of balancing participles compare 3,31,2: . . . ka‹ går ín maino¤mhn, ≤mig°rvn te Ãn ≥dh ka‹ xeirÚw efiw tå ¶rga deÒmenow perittot°raw, ktl. In
general Longus has a tendency to affect rhymes and balanced units. (See, for example, the opening sentence of 4,4,1–2 cited below.) The corruption (if such it be)
assumes a haplography of the easiest sort.
3,16,1:
t∞w §pioÊshw, …w parå tØn guna›ka tØn t¤ktousan épioËsa, faner«w
§p‹ tØn drËn ¶nya §kay°zonto Dãfniw ka‹ XlÒh parag¤netai ka‹
ékrib«w mimhsam°nh tØn tetaragm°nhn ‘s«sÒn me,’ e‰pe ‘Dãfni, tØn
éyl¤an ktl.’
¶nya Courier : §n √
The deceiver is Lykainion, the young city wife of old Chromis. The phrase mimhsam°nh tØn tetaragm°nhn is puzzling, since no specific disturbed woman to whom
this can refer has been mentioned. C. Gill translates “. . . gave an accurate imitation
of a woman in distress” and G. Dalmeyda in his Budé edition (Paris 21960) “prenant, à s’y méprendre, l’air d’une femme bouleversée” (emphases added in both
versions). Clearly that is the meaning wanted, but can tØn tetaragm°nhn give it?
The article with a participle may be either specific or generic (ı boulÒmenow =
‘whoever wishes’), but ≤ tetaragm°nh, this tense of this verb in this sentence, is
surely specific, and therefore wrong. Compare Soph. Ai. 726–27 (of Teucer) tÚn
toË man°ntow képibouleutoË strat“ / jÊnaimon épokaloËntew ktl. where toË
man°ntow refers specifically to Ajax. What to do? Read mimhsam°nh tin<å> tetaragm°nhn, ‘imitating someone (female) in distress’ vel sim. tiw so used is idiomatic
8) Distinguish clearly between (1) ofl d¢ énte¤xonto sklhro‹ g°rontew and (2)
ofl d¢ sklhro‹ g°rontew énte¤xonto. They are syntactically quite distinct and it is the
former, not the latter, that we have here.
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and it is now legitimate to render the Greek (tinå t., not tØn t.) by ‘a woman in
distress.’ The participle tetaragm°nhn could be loosely ‘glossed’ from Homer, Il.
6,389 mainom°n˙ §Ûku›a (cf. Il. 22,460 mainãdi ‡sh).9 Recall that tin and thn had
come to be pronounced identically, observe that tØn tetaragm°nhn is preceded by
three occurrences of tÆn in this sentence (and one of t∞w) and followed by a fourth
– not to mention two further instances of tÆn in the immediately preceding sentence, and the cause of the error (a case of what is sometimes called perseveration)
becomes apparent.
4,4,1–2:
toioËton ˆnta tÚn parãdeison ı Lãmvn §yerãpeue tå jhrå épot°mnvn,
tå klÆmata énalambãnvn. tÚn DiÒnuson §stefãnvse, to›w ênyesin
Ïdvr §pvx°teusen §k phg∞w tinÚw ∂n eren §w tå ênyh Dãfniw: §sxÒlaze
m¢n to›w ênyesin ≤ phgÆ, Dãfnidow d¢ ˜mvw §kale›to phgÆ. parekeleÊeto d¢ ka‹ t“ Dãfnidi ı Lãmvn pia¤nein tåw a‰gaw …w dunatÚn
mãlista ktl.
§k phg∞w tinÚw ∂n Brunck : phgÆ tiw ∑n V (∂n pro ∑n V2)
Reeve prints as above. In support of Brunck’s conjecture he compares 4,7,4 . . . parely∆n efiw tÚn k∞pon ¶mellen Ïdvr aÈto›w [sc. to›w ênyesin] §k t∞w phg∞w §pãjein.
This is hardly a decisive parallel; note that even the verb (§pãjein) is different.
G. Dalmeyda prints in his edition . . . phgÆ tiw ∑n, <∂n> eren ktl. with the annotation
“∑n ∂n edd.” in his app. crit. I consider this to be correct, but postpone discussion
while I attempt a clarification of a related problem. In his app. crit. Reeve goes on to
add another observation: “§sxÒlaze – phgÆ2 non intelligo.” §sxÒlaze here means
‘was reserved for’, as some scholars have understood. LSJ s. v. IV state “of a place, to
be vacant, unoccupied, Plu. CG 12, Jul. Caes. 316C: c. dat., to be reserved for, tÚ ép'
oÈranoË koruf∞w m°xri selÆnhw yeo›w ka‹ êstroiw . . . sxolãzei Herm. ap. Stob.
1,49,68.” (They do not cite our passage.) G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, s. v. sxolãzv 5, gives another example of this meaning (‘be reserved for’, c. dat.)
from Eusebius Theoph. fr. 3 (= Migne, PG 24,620A). This usage of the verb is a development of the meaning ‘be idle’, ‘be vacant’ (commonly used of places). To come
to our sentence: §sxÒlaze m¢n to›w ênyesin ≤ phgÆ, Dãfnidow d¢ ˜mvw §kale›to phgÆ.
One understands that, at first reading, this could appear an odd statement.10 But the
sense is that, despite the fact (˜mvw) that the spring was reserved specifically for the
flowers, it was called not the ‘Flower Spring’ but ‘Daphnis’ Spring’ – precisely because he had discovered it. The name is honorific. The sense would have been a bit
9) These are not necessarily references to Bacchic maenads, as Wilamowitz
pointed out, Der Glaube der Hellenen (Darmstadt 31959), II p. 60 with n. 1.
10) Indeed R. L. Hunter (supra, n. 7) 27, quoting 4,4,1 tÚn DiÒnuson . . .
§kale›to phgÆ, refers to “this curiously loose (and very curiously worded) detail in
the description of Lamon’s garden.” He suggests that Longus has taken over a detail
from the original myth of Daphnis (preserved by Servius on Verg. Ecl. 5,20), namely
the account of how, after Daphnis’ blinding and translation, his father Mercury
created the spring named Daphnis. He thinks that “Here Longus has apparently integrated into his story a detail from the original myth with less than his usual skill.”
But once the Greek is printed with accurate text and punctuation, it is, I would
maintain, coherent. See my comments following in the text.
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clearer had Longus written, say, . . . Dãfnidow d¢ ˜mvw éll' oÈ t«n ény«n §kale›to
phgÆ. It is important to observe that this sentence (§sxÒlaze – phgÆ2) is part not of
the main narrative but of a parenthetic description, the function of which is to explain how Lamon was able to water his flowers in the first place.
The preceding sentence, to which I now return, is also part of this explanatory parenthesis. A different punctuation will make this clear:
toioËton ˆnta tÚn parãdeison ı Lãmvn §yerãpeue . . . tÚn DiÒnuson
§stefãnvse, to›w ênyesin Ïdvr §pvx°teusen. (phgÆ tiw ∑n, <∂n> eren
§w tå ênyh Dãfniw: §sxÒlaze m¢n to›w ênyesin ≤ phgÆ, Dãfnidow d¢ ˜mvw
§kale›to phgÆ.) parekeleÊeto d¢ ka‹ t“ Dãfnidi ı Lãmvn pia¤nein tåw
a‰gaw …w dunatÚn mãlista ktl.
With this reading and punctuation Lamon’s activities and the little history of the
spring are clearly distinguished. To my mind what settles the matter in favor of phgÆ
tiw ∑n <∂n> against Brunck’s (palaeographically more difficult) §k phg∞w tinÚw ∂n is
the expression itself. phgÆ tiw ∑n is modelled on an ancient, and familiar, type of
i n t r o d u c t o r y formula common in Greek (from Homer on) and Latin. See, for
instance, Il. 2,811, 6,152, 11,711.722, 13,32; Od. 19,172; Aesch. Pers. 447 (n∞sÒw tiw
¶sti). The present tense is commoner, but past tenses (necessitated here by the
context) occur. For discussions see further N. Hopkinson, Callimachus. Hymn to
Demeter (Cambridge 1984) 112–113 (on v. 37, with further references); R. M. Ogilvie, A Commentary on Livy. Books 1–5 (Oxford 1965) on Livy 1,21,3 lucus erat;
R. G. Austin, Vergil Aeneid IV (Oxford 1966) on Aen. 4,483. Once one perceives
that phgÆ tiw ∑n introduces a ‘mini-narrative’ within the main narrative, that a parenthesis begins here, it becomes immediately apparent that the venerable introductory
formula-type phgÆ tiw ∑n can scarcely be merely the product of manuscript corruption. These are rather the ipsissima verba of Longus himself.11

notes.

11) I would like to thank Professor B. P. Reardon for kindly criticizing these
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1) H. Bredekamp, Sandro Botticelli, La Primavera, Frankfurt 1988. Dort
auch die relevanten Abbildungen.

